Insight Structural Engineers, Inc. is a team of dedicated professionals who:
- Value clear communication
- Provide responsive service
- Promote long-term client relationships
- Deliver thorough, constructible drawings
- Develop state-of-the-art designs
- Identify innovative solutions

We have immediate career opportunities in Los Angeles for:
- Design Engineers, 1-3 yrs. experience, PE preferred
- Project Engineers, 3-10 yrs. experience, SE preferred
- Project Managers, 10-15 yrs. experience, SE preferred

We offer competitive salaries and benefits including:
- Paid vacations, holidays and health care reimbursement
- 401k retirement plan with company contribution (safe harbor), discretionary profit sharing and bonuses
- Collaborative, relaxed environment
- Paid engineering training
- Flexible schedules
- Opportunity to work on a wide variety of projects

Send your cover letter, resume, transcripts and references to: careers@insight-se.com

CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES:

Structural Designer/Design Engineer
0 to 3 years of experience

Responsibilities include:
- Communicating directly with clients, visiting job sites, performing structural calculations and developing structural drawings for new and existing buildings

Required Qualifications:
- Technical competence
- Ability to perform calculations with limited direction
- Excellent communication and organization skills
- MS degree (emphasis in structures)
- EIT certification

Preferred Qualifications:
- Design experience with wood, steel, concrete, masonry and post-tensioned systems
- Experience with REVIT
- Familiarity with structural analysis software
- Experience performing seismic evaluations and loss estimates/PMLs
- PE registration in California

Project Engineer/Project Manager
3 to 15 years of experience

Responsibilities include:
- Communicating directly with clients, managing staff, visiting job sites, performing structural calculations and developing structural drawings for new and existing buildings

Required Qualifications:
- Technical competence and proficiency with building codes
- Ability to communicate with clients and develop construction documents with limited direction
- Excellent communication and organization skills
- Experience managing a team of engineers and corresponding directly with clients
- Experience with structural analysis software
- MS degree (emphasis in structures)
- PE registration in California

Preferred Qualifications:
- Design and evaluation experience with wood, steel, concrete, masonry and post-tensioned systems
- Experience with REVIT
- Experience performing seismic evaluations and loss estimates/PMLs
- ASCE 41 experience
- Non-linear (pushover) experience
- SE registration in California

Insight Structural Engineers is an equal opportunity employer and employment with ISE is at-will, which may be terminated by either party with or without cause, reason or notice.

www.insight-se.com
Los Angeles | San Diego